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Abstract Nano-fibrillar adhesives can adhere strongly to

surfaces as a gecko does. The size of each fiber has sig-

nificant effects on the adhesion enhancement, especially on

rough surfaces. In the present study, we report the size

effects on the normal and shear strength of adhesion for a

single viscoelastic fiber. It is found that there exists a

limited region of the critical sizes under which the inter-

facial normal or tangential tractions uniformly attain the

theoretical adhesion strength. The region for a viscoelastic

fiber under tension with similar material constants to a

gecko’s spatula is 135–255 nm and that under torque is

26.5–52 nm. This finding is significant for the development

of artificial biomimetic attachment systems.
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1 Introduction

Geckos have evolved elaborate adhesive structures which

allow them to climb on vertical walls and ceilings against

their body weight. The mechanical mechanism is due to the

van der Waals force [1, 2] between a contacting surface

and geckos’ hierarchical micro-scale/nano-scale foot hairs.

Many adhesion and contact mechanics models for the

micro- and nano-fibrillar interfaces [3–10] have been

developed, in which it is found that the adhesion strength

of the contact interface is affected significantly by the size

of fibers and there exists a critical size under which the

interfacial adhesion strength saturates to be the theoretical

one. This gives some insights to the phenomenon that the

larger the weight of an animal, the finer the setae will be.

Recently, synthetic fibrillar adhesives [11–14] have been

fabricated using vertically aligned multi-walled carbon

nanotubes or polymer, to amplify adhesion of a flat contact,

in which each fiber has a cylindrical shape different from

that of the spatula in geckos. Friction properties and normal

adhesion strength are measured experimentally and both

are found to be enhanced in contrast to a smooth surface.

Due to the viscoelastic properties, especially for the poly-

mer pillars, the preload in the experiments should be

relaxed for sometime [13]. Furthermore, the natural mate-

rials in attachment structures also exhibit viscoelastic

properties [15, 16]. This leads us to the following question:

what is the effect of viscoelasticity on the nano-pillar’s

adhesion?

In the present study, the size effect of a single cylin-

drical fiber on the adhesion strength is studied with the

help of numerical calculations and the fiber is considered

to be viscoelastic under both tensile and torque loadings,

respectively. It is found that the normal/shear adhesion

strength will be significantly improved with a decreasing

radius of the fiber at a fixed tensile/torque loading rate.

A critical value of the viscoelastic fiber radius exists, at

which the interfacial adhesion strength will be saturated to

be the theoretical strength. Furthermore, critical values

vary along with different loading rates and tend to be two

finite constants when the loading rate is smaller than a

threshold or larger than another one. This finding is signif-

icant for the development of artificial biomimetic attach-

ment systems.
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2 Simulation Model

The simulating model is shown in Fig. 1, in which a vis-

coelastic fiber of radius R contacts a rigid half-space due to

the molecular interactions. In the same manner as Gao

et al. [4], imperfect contact between the fiber and substrate

is assumed such that the radius of the actual contact area is

a = kR, 0 \ k \ 1, as shown in Fig. 1; the outer rim

kR\r\R represents flaws or regions of poor adhesion.

Thus, the contact interface becomes a circumferentially

cracked region. During the calculation, it is found that the

aspect ratio of the viscoelastic fiber does not show a sig-

nificant effect on the results. On the other hand, Yao and

Gao [6] showed that the length of fiber would be helpful in

hierarchical structures to improve the apparent work of

adhesion on the next level, but the critical radius of a single

fiber was not influenced by its aspect ratio in the first level.

Thus, we choose the aspect ratio to be 3:4 in the present

study.

In order to model the viscoelastic property of fibers, we

choose the shear modulus l varying with the time t

according to an ordinary linear viscoelastic law, lðtÞ ¼
l1 þ lneq expð�t=tsÞ; where ts is the relaxation time of

shear modulus. One should be noted that other viscoelastic

laws can also be used to find the effect of viscoelasticity on

adhesion. The bulk modulus is assumed to be a constant

and Poisson’s ratio be 0.25. According to the snapshot of a

moving gecko [17], we take the typical relaxation time as

ts = 2 ms. Both the relaxed shear moduli l? and lneq are

taken as 0.8 GPa, which results in a varying Young’s

modulus during the whole relaxation process as shown in

Fig. 2. The instantaneous Young’s modulus E0 is 3.43 GPa

and the relaxed one is 2 GPa when the relaxation time is

over 10 ms, which is identical to the Young’s modulus of a

gecko’s spatula used in [4].

In order to simulate adhesive interactions between

two surfaces, cohesive surface element is used, whose

constitutive relation is specified in terms of a relation

between the interfacial traction and separation across the

contact interface. A general-purpose finite element code

Tahoe [18] supports a number of traction–separation laws

including the Xu–Needleman [19] and the Tvergaard–

Hutchinson [20] laws. We adopt the latter with the sche-

matic in Fig. 3, because it preserves the van der Waals

energy regardless of the loading orientation. The traction–

separation law can be written as

uðkÞ ¼
umaxk=K1; k\K1ð Þ
umax; K1\k\K2ð Þ
umax 1� kð Þ= 1� K2ð Þ; K2\k\1ð Þ

8
><

>:
ð1Þ

where uðkÞ is the instantaneous traction, k is a non-dimen-

sional parameter describing the instantaneous separation,

k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Dn=dcnð Þ2þ Dt=dctð Þ2
q

; Dn denotes the instantaneous

normal separation and the instantaneous tangential separa-

tion Dt is composed of two parts Dt1 and Dt2 in two axial

R

a

Fig. 1 Schematic of a viscoelastic nano-fiber of radius R in adhesive

contact with a rigid half-space due to the interfacial molecular

interactions. The shadow area with radius a denotes the actual contact

one
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Fig. 2 Variation of the viscoelastic Young’s modulus E along with
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Fig. 3 Schematic of the relation between the interface traction u(k)

and the non-dimensional displacement k in Tvergaard–Hutchinson

cohesive law
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directions with Dt ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

D2
t1 þ D2

t2

q

. dcn and dct are the corre-

sponding critical separations. umax is the maximum value of

traction that the interface could support. The work of

adhesion of the interface is assumed to be a constant as

Dc ¼ 0:5ð1þ K2 � K1Þumaxdcn. The values of K1 and K2

does not show significant influence on the calculating results

[21], we choose K1 � 0; K2 � 1 in the present paper. The

work of adhesion is assumed to be 0.01 J/m2 in the same

manner as in [4] and umax is taken as 20 MPa in the tension

case, which results in the critical normal separation dcn ¼
0:5 nm: The theoretically tangential strength [22] of the

contact interface is taken as l*/43, where l* is a compound

shear modulus, 1/l*=1/l1?1/l2, l1 and l2 are the shear

moduli of the two solids forming the interface, respectively.

Due to the rigid substrate, l* is identical to that of the fiber,

which results in umax ¼ 18:6 MPa and dct � 0:54 nm in the

torque case.

3 Size Effect in Tension Case

In the tension case, a uniform displacement is added on the

above surface of the viscoelastic fiber according to u = at,

where a is the loading rate with units nm/ms and t is the

incremental time varying from 0 ms to the moment of pull-

off. Different loading rate corresponds to different failure

time, which will yield different instantaneous Young’s

modulus at the moment of pull-off.

The computational results clearly show that the traction

distribution in the contact region becomes more uniform as

the radius of viscoelastic fiber is reduced. For a fixed

loading rate as an example, a ¼ 0:2 nm=ms,, the traction

distributions, Tn, within the contact region just before the

moment of pull-off are plotted in Fig. 4 for cases with three

different fiber sizes, which is very similar to the elastic

results in Gao et al. [4]. It is observed that the stress con-

centration near the contact edge vanishes despite of the

crack-like flaw around the contact region, when the radius

of viscoelastic fiber is below a critical size. Comparing to

the model for an elastic fiber in Gao et al. [4], one can infer

that an instantaneous traction distribution in the present

viscoelastic case should correspond to a counterpart in the

elastic one.

Due to the viscoelastic property of the fiber, different

loading rates should have impacts on the critical size.

Figure 5 shows the critical size varying along with the

loading rates. It is found that there exist two limitations at a

smaller or larger loading rate, at which the critical size

tends to be a finite constant and does not depend on the

loading rates any longer. The region of the critical size for

strength saturation at different loading rates is nearly from

135 to 255 nm. Interestingly, the radius of the gecko’s

spatula is typically around 100–250 nm [1]. The visco-

elastic analysis in the present work suggests that a visco-

elastic fiber with nano-scales may achieve optimization of

adhesive strength in tolerance of possible contact flaws,

and adhesives made from such kinds of fibers may also

tolerant the pulling velocities due to the critical size limi-

tations. But one should be noted that the spatula in geckos’

foot is similar to a finite film subject to peeling forces.

Whether the concept of flaw tolerance for a viscoelastic

fiber under tension adapts to the peeling case of geckos’

spatula is a future work.

4 Size Effect in Torque Case

The interfacial adhesion shear strength is also investigated

for a viscoelastic fiber in contact with a rigid substrate

under pure torque. In the torque case, a rotational angle is

uniformly added on the above surface of the viscoelastic

fiber through x = bt, where b denotes the rate of angular

velocity with units rad/ms and t is the incremental time

varying from 0 ms to the moment of shear-off.

The computational results clearly indicate that the tan-

gential tractions tend to be uniformly distributed as the

radius of viscoelastic fiber decreases. For a fixed rate of

Fig. 4 The normal traction distribution within the contact region

becomes more uniform as the size of the fiber is reduced. The radii of

P1, P2, and P3 are 800, 200, and 10 nm, respectively. An arbitrary

scale is used here
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Fig. 5 The critical size varies along with the tension rates. The data

near each point denotes the true loading rate with units nm/ms
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angular velocity, b = 0.04 rad/ms, the shear traction dis-

tributions just before the moment of shear-off are plotted in

Fig. 6 for three cases with different representative fiber

sizes. It is observed that the tangential stress concentration

near the contact edge vanishes when the radius of the fiber

is below a critical one.

The effect of the loading rate of angular velocity on the

critical size is found to have a similar manner as that in the

tension case, the critical size for tangential strength satu-

ration is affected significantly by the loading rates as

shown in Fig. 7. Two limitations exist at smaller or larger

loading rates and tend to be finite constants. The critical

size under different torque loading rates varies between

26.5 and 52 nm. These data are much smaller than those

under tension, which implies a viscoelastic fiber with

cylindrical shape and nanometer length scale should be

flaw-sensitivity under torque behavior and can detach

easily from solid surfaces with a very small torque.

5 Discussions

Size effects of adhesion of a single viscoelastic fiber under

tension and torque are studied using finite element method

with specialized cohesive surface elements in the present

paper. The critical sizes are determined, below which the

normal or tangential tractions become uniform and equal to

the corresponding theoretical strength. It is found that the

critical size varies from 135 to 255 nm under tension force

and from 26.5 to 52 nm under torque for a viscoelastic fiber

with cylindrical shape and material constants similar to that

of a gecko’s spatula. The data imply to some degree that

nano-fibrillar structure adhesives composed of such kinds

of fibers could attain strong adhesion and realize reversible

adhesion easily through alternate tension and torque

behaviors. The findings may be valuable in shedding light

on the design of biomimetic adhesives. Whether the same

manner exists in the detachment behavior of geckos’

spatula can not be inferred because the spatula on geckos’

foot is subjected to a peeling force.

In contrast to the theoretical predictions for an elastic

fiber under tension or torque [4, 23], one can find that the

critical size of a viscoelastic fiber to achieve optimization

of adhesive strength under tension is consistent with the

theoretical result [4]. However, the simulating result under

torque has a little bit large difference from the theoretical

one [23]. Some of the possible causes of the deviation

could be the dependence of the interface decohesion on

the fracture criterion. In the theoretical model, Griffith

energy release rate criterion is adopted, while Tvergaard–

Hutchinson cohesive law is used in the present numerical

simulation. In addition, a finite circular adhesion interface

with a circumferentially cracked region under pure torque

can not be strictly identical to an infinite mode III crack

case.

Certainly many factors should be considered in future

efforts about size effects of viscoelastic fibers, such as the

roughness of natural surfaces, capillary forces, contact

shapes, fiber fracture, fiber condensation, etc., most of

which have been included in adhesion design maps [24],

but not accounted for in the present work so far.
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